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Abstract. Best-of-N (BoN) Average Displacement Error (ADE)/ Fi-
nal Displacement Error (FDE) is the most used metric for evaluating
trajectory prediction models. Yet, the BoN does not quantify the whole
generated samples, resulting in an incomplete view of the model’s pre-
diction quality and performance. We propose a new metric, Average
Mahalanobis Distance (AMD) to tackle this issue. AMD is a metric
that quantifies how close the whole generated samples are to the ground
truth. We also introduce the Average Maximum Eigenvalue (AMV) met-
ric that quantifies the overall spread of the predictions. Our metrics
are validated empirically by showing that the ADE/FDE is not sen-
sitive to distribution shifts, giving a biased sense of accuracy, unlike
the AMD/AMV metrics. We introduce the usage of Implicit Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) as a replacement for traditional gener-
ative models to train our model, Social-Implicit. IMLE training mech-
anism aligns with AMD/AMV objective of predicting trajectories that
are close to the ground truth with a tight spread. Social-Implicit is a
memory efficient deep model with only 5.8K parameters that runs in
real time of about 580Hz and achieves competitive results. Interactive
demo of the problem can be seen here https://www.abduallahmoham

ed.com/social-implicit-amdamv-adefde-demo. Code is available at
https://github.com/abduallahmohamed/Social-Implicit.

Keywords: Motion Prediction, Motion Forecasting, Deep Graph CNNs,
Evaluation, Trajectory Forecasting

1 Introduction

Trajectory prediction is an essential component for multiple applications, such as
autonomous driving [5,16,4,37,30], augmented reality [18,36], and robotics [19,2].
Typically, solving this problem requires a generative model to predict the future
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Fig. 1: The current BoN ADE/FDE metrics are not sensitive to the predicted dis-
tribution. The BoN ADE/FDE only focuses on the closest sample to the ground
truth. We can see for both the green and red predictions, the BoN ADE/FDE
stays the same. On the other hand, the proposed AMD/AMV metrics changes
based on how close the whole predicted distribution and it is spread with respect
to the ground truth. This makes the AMD/AMV a better metric to evaluate the
predictions.

agent’s trajectories. Though there are plenty of deep models and design architec-
tures that tackle this problem, the evaluation method used is being questioned.
Typically, two metrics are used to evaluate the trajectory predictions models.
The first one is Average Displacement Error (ADE) [26] which is the average L2

distance between the predicted and ground truth trajectories. Lower ADE val-
ues means that the overall predicted trajectory is close to the ground truth. The
other metric is the Final Displacement Error (FDE) [1], which is an L2 distance
between the two final predicted and ground truth locations. In other terms, it
describes if the predicted agent reaches its last goal or not. Also, the lower the
FDE is, the better the model in not accumulating errors during the predictions.
This issue of accumulating errors, resulting in a higher FDE was noticed in prior
works that used recurrent based architectures. Prior works introduced the idea
of a full CNN based architecture [25] to solve this error accumulation behavior.

Yet, this ADE/FDE metric remains unsuitable for generative models. Gen-
erative models predict multiple samples of future trajectories, implicitly forming
a predicted distribution. This generative behavior is suitable for the problem, as
the motion of an agent or pedestrian can be a multi-modal with possible future
trajectories. In order to use the ADE/FDE in generative settings, the works
of [1,8] introduced the concept of Best-of-N (BoN). BoN technique chooses from
N samples the closest sample to the ground truth and calculates the ADE/FDE
metric on it. This has a main issue of ignoring the set of generated samples.
A model might generate an outlier sample that is luckily close enough to the
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ground truth, while the other samples are way off from the ground truth. This
approach also fails in real-life applications, as there is a lack in the assessment
of the predictions. Some important components, such as motion planning and
collision avoidance, need a complete view of the predictions. Another issue we
noticed that the recent models [32,39,24,21] which are state-of-the-art based on
the ADE/FDE metric only differ by 1cm ADE and few centimeters FDE on the
ETH [26] and UCY [14] datasets, one of the most commonly used datasets in
this area. The 1cm difference between a previous SOTA model and the next one
is so subtle and tiny that it can be an annotation error or an outlier sampling.
Thus, there is a need for a new metric that can evaluate the whole predicted
samples and have a sense of where the whole generated distribution is regarding
the ground truth. Also, there is a need to quantify the uncertainty of the gen-
erated samples giving a view regarding the confidence of the model, something
that is needed in real-life applications. For this, we introduce the usage of Maha-
lanobis Distance [22] as a metric in this domain. We introduce two metrics, the
Average Mahalanobis Distance (AMD) which evaluates how close a generated
distribution is with respect to the ground truth, and the Average Maximum
Eigenvalue (AMV) that evaluates the confidence of the predictions. The AMD
quantifies how close a ground truth point is to a predicted distribution in a
sense of standard deviation units. Also, AMD connects with χ2 distribution,
helping us to determine the confidence of our predictions when the generated
distribution degree of freedom is known. The AMV depends on the maximum
magnitude of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the predicted distri-
bution. It quantifies the spread of the prediction. Thus, we can tell if a model
is more confident than another model by using it. So, our goal is to achieve a
model that generates a distribution which is close to the ground truth and has a
small spread of samples around the ground truth. This aim leads us to rethink
the nature of generative models used in training motion prediction models. We
can classify the used generative techniques into parametric and non-parametric
ones. Parametric ones use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to model
the predicted trajectories as Gaussian or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM).
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [7] is an examples of non-parametric
distributions. These approaches learn the distribution of the observed trajecto-
ries in order to generate the future ones. Yet, the primary goal of trajectory
prediction models is the generated samples themselves. The MLE needs plenty
of samples to converge, something we do not have in practice. While the GANs
rely on the design of the discriminator and VAEs need to optimize the Evidence
Lower Bound (ELBO). So, we needed a generative approach that only focuses
on the generated samples and does not come with extra hassles. In this work,
we show that Implicit Maximum Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) technique is an
effective alternative to these approaches. IMLE focuses directly on the predicted
trajectories, simplifying the optimization function. By using IMLE to train our
introduced model Social-Implicit, the predicted trajectories improve in terms of
quality and accuracy in comparison with prior works. Social-Implicit is a mem-
ory efficient deep model with only 5.8K parameters almost 55x less than the
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closest SOTA and runs in real-time almost 8.5x faster than the closest SOTA.
This work is organized as follows: We start by literature review of recent relative
works. Then we formulate the motion prediction problem, followed by an intro-
duction and discussion for both new metrics AMD and AMV. Then we introduce
the Trajectory Conditioned IMLE mechanism used in training our model Social-
Implicit. We follow this by explaining the architecture of Social-Implicit. Lastly,
we analyze the results of the new metrics on our model and recent SOTA ones
accompanied with a sensitivity analysis.

2 Literature Review

Trajectory Forecasting Models Recent works have proposed various models to
forecast future trajectories. Based on their output formats, they can be roughly
grouped into two categories. Explicitly modeling the future as a parametric
distribution, or implicitly modeling the future as a non-parametric distribu-
tion. In the first category, methods model the future explicitly as continuous or
discrete distribution [1,25,29,3,32,34,4,17,40,13,28,38,39]. For example, Social-
LSTM [1] and S-STGCNN [25] use Gaussian distribution to model the future
trajectory that are trained by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Gaussian
distribution is single-mode and cannot catch the multi-modality of the future.
To tackle this issue, PRECOG [29], Trajectron++ [32], ExpertTraj [39], and
AgentFormer [38] learn a latent behavior distribution, which can be either dis-
crete [32,39] or continuous [29,38], to represent the agent multi-modality intent.
In these works, the predicted Gaussian distribution is generated conditioned on
the sampled latent intent. This type of method is usually based on Conditional
VAE [33] and can be trained via maximizing the evidence lower bound. Besides
continuous distributions like Gaussian methods like MTP [4] and LaneGCN [17]
use a discrete distribution to represent the future. These methods predict a fixed
number of deterministic trajectories as the future candidates and use a categori-
cal distribution to model their possibilities. In the second category, some methods
model the future distribution in an implicit way. For example, SocialGAN [8], So-
Phie [31], SocialBiGAT [11] and DiversityGAN [9] follows a Conditional GAN [6]
architecture. Instead of generating a distribution as the model output they pre-
dict a deterministic trajectory that is conditioned on a random sampled noise
and is trained by an adversarial loss mechanism. Our proposed method Social-
Implicit models the future distribution implicitly by training it using IMLE [15]
avoiding additional hassles like the discriminator in a GAN training mechanism.

Trajectory Forecasting Metrics Most of the trajectory forecasting methods are
evaluated by the metric Average Displacement Error (ADE) [26] or Final Dis-
placement Error (FDE) [1]. These two metrics are based on the L2 distance of
the whole temporal horizon (ADE) or the last time step (FDE) between the
prediction and the ground truth trajectory. When the model generates a dis-
tribution as the output, the Best-of-N trick [8] is applied to evaluate the best
trajectory only from N sampled predictions. Another way to evaluate the distri-
bution quality is Kernel Density Estimate (KDE), first used in [10]. KDE fits a
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models.
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kernel-based distribution from the prediction samples and estimates the negative
log-likelihood of the ground truth as the evaluated score. Quehl et al. [27] pro-
pose a synthesized metric that is a weighted sum of different similarity metrics
to alleviate the metric bias. But their metric is only suitable for deterministic
models. We propose two new metrics Average Mahalanobis Distance (AMD) and
Average Maximum Eigenvalue (AMV) that are a better alternative for the BoN
ADE/FDE that evaluates predicted distribution correctly.

3 The Average Mahalanobis Distance (AMD) metric

We define the problem of trajectory prediction as follows: Given an observed
trajectories of N agents across a sequence of observed time steps To, the goal is
to predict the next Tp prediction time steps. The observed trajectories contain
P points, where each point indicates the spatial location of an agent. In the
pedestrian trajectory prediction problems the P is a 2D Cartesian locations
(x,y). We denote the set of observation to be do = {pt| t ∈ To} and the set of
predictions to be dp = {pt| t ∈ Tp}.

To highlight the issue in the current BoN ADE/FDE, we start with Fig. 2
that illustrates the different types prediction models outputs. For determinis-
tic models, it is straightforward to compute the ADE/FDE metrics defined in
Equation 1. But for generative models, the ADE/FDE is being computed by the
BoN approach. The BoN works by sampling N (usually 20) samples, selecting
the closest sample to the ground truth, then using this sample to calculate the
ADE/FDE. We can criticize this BoN approach in multiple aspects. The major
concern is that it does not quantify the whole generated samples and only fo-
cuses on the closest one. This might disadvantage a model with a density that
is surrounding the ground truth against another model with a density that is
completely off the ground truth, but has one sample that is close to the ground
truth. We can see this illustrated in the teaser Fig. 1. We base the other concern
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that with this method of BoN, one can run the metric a couple of times, getting
a result that is 1 cm better than another model. In some extreme cases, a lucky
random run might have a very low BoN ADE/FDE. The work of [10] noticed
this issue and introduced the usage of A Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) de-
fined in Equation 1. The KDE is a kernel based tool that gets a non-parametric
representation of the predictions’ probability density. Then, the negative log like-
lihood of the ground truth is calculated and reported in logarithmic units (nats).
Yet, there is a mix of limitations and concerns with the KDE metric. The main
concern is that the KDE metric is sensitive to the choice of a kernel under the
settings of low number of samples, which is the case in real-life datasets. Fig. 3
illustrates the different choices of the kernel used in the KDE versus a variety of
mixtures of distributions. We notice that when a Gaussian kernel is being used;
it does not differentiate between different samples and might favour a model
with a full GMM output in comparison with other outputs. We also notice, we
might get a mixed results whenever a different choice of kernel is being used,
such as with tophat kernel versus a Gaussian kernel. The work of [10] was using
KDE metrics with a Gaussian kernel. The other limitation of the KDE kernel
is that it does not contain analytical properties that are easy to interpret. This
limitation is because of the non-parametric nature of the KDE. Such properties
of interest might be the probability moments and the confidence intervals.

ADE =
1

N × Tp

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈Tp

∥p̂nt − pnt ∥2 , FDE =
1

N

∑
n∈N

∥p̂nt − pnt ∥2, t = Tp

KDE =
−1

N × Tp

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈Tp

logKDE(p̂nt , p
n
t )

(1)

Where pnt is ground truth location of agent n ∈ N at predicted time step t ∈ Tp

and p̂nt is the predicted location. The new metric needs to be parametric that
allows further analysis and insensitive to the way it calculates the distance.
Thus, we introduce the usage of Mahalanobis distance. Mahalanobis distance
can measure how far a point from a distribution is, while correlating the distance
with the variance of the predictions. It also has analytical properties that connect
it with the Chi-square distribution, in which one can evaluate the confidence
of the predictions. Lastly, it depends on Gaussian distribution, which allows
further analysis of the predicted moments. The Mahalanobis distance (MD) is

defined as: MD

(
µ̂, Σ̂, p

)
=

√
(p− µ̂)

T
Σ̂−1 (p− µ̂). Where, µ̂ is the mean of the

predicted distribution, Σ̂ is the variance of the predicted distribution and p is
the ground truth location. Originally, Mahalanobis distance was not designed for
a GMM distribution. Yet, the work of Tipping [35] extended MD into a GMM
by introducing the following formula:

MD

(
µ̂GMM, Ĝ, p

)
=

√
(µ̂GMM − p)

T
Ĝ (µ̂GMM − p) (2)
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Where Ĝ, the inverse covariances of each mixture components averaged and

weighted probabilistically, is defined as: Ĝ =

∑K
k=1 Σ̂−1

k π̂k

∫ p
µ̂GMM

p(x|k)dx∑K
k=1 π̂k

∫ p
µ̂GMM

p(x|k)dx , where

K is the number of mixture components, π̂k is the weight of the kth component
and the mean of the GMM is defined as: µ̂GMM =

∑K
k=1 π̂kµ̂k. The integral

term in Ĝ is tractable, as noted in [35]. We notice that if the GMM contains
only one component, the G will be the Σ̂−1, thus the Tipping’s MD is a more
generalized version of the original MD. Our approach is the following, whatever
distribution or output produced by a model, we fit into a GMM. A question
will be raised regarding the number of optimal mixture components K. This
can be easily solved by using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC): BIC =
m lnn−2 ln L̂GMM, where m is the number of parameters of the GMM model, n
is the number of observed data points and L̂GMM is the likelihood function of the
model. The lower the BIC is the better the fitted GMM model representing the
data points. The best GMM is chosen automatically based on the BIC. Looking
into the reason for sampling from a model that is already predicting the mean
and variance of trajectories such as [1,25], that we want to be fair. Fitting a
GMM will carry out a sort of error, thus we want this error to be incorporated
into all modes of measurements to have a unified metric. The toy example in
Fig. 5 illustrates such an error.

Because a deterministic model does not have a variance, we need a repre-
sentation of the error in the model. To have an error representation, we can
train the deterministic model multiple times and fit the samples to a GMM. Or
another proposal is to calculate the ensemble mean and variance and directly
apply the MD distance without the GMM fit. The later approach might have
an error that is equivalent to the GMM fit error, making the metric more fair.
In the appendix, we discuss both cases. We believe that evaluating a determin-
istic model versus a generative model is an open question that needs a further
research and it is a limitation similar to the KDE [10] limitation. Now, we define
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the Average Mahalanobis Distance (AMD):

AMD =
1

N × Tp

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈Tp

MD

(
µ̂n
GMM,t, Ĝ

n
t , p

n
t

)
(3)

4 The Average Maximum Eigenvalue (AMV) Metric

A major concern of the AMD metric is that it is highly correlated with the
variance of the distribution. A model might predict future trajectories, with
a huge on-practical variance having the ground truth close to the mean. This
will lead to a very low AMD in comparison with another model with a higher
variance. Another example is a model that predicts a huge variance that is in
meters covering all the predicted points. This also will lead to an optimal AMD
value. To counter this false behavior, we need our models to have a low AMD
accompanied with a low variance aka a more certain model. Also, in practical
application, we need to quantify the overall uncertainty of the predictions to
have a holistic view of the performance. Thus, we introduce the usage of the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. The largest magnitude eigenvalue of the
covariance matrix is an indicator of the spread of the covariance matrix. Fig. 4
illustrates two distributions, the one on the left has a smaller variance than the
one on the right. We notice that the MD of a fixed point with respect to the left
distribution is much higher when compared to the right distribution. Yet, the
largest magnitude eigenvalue of the left distribution is way less than the right
distribution, showing the spread of the predictions. So, to properly evaluate the
models we need both of the AMD and a measurement of the spread. And as we
discussed we can have a measurement of the spread directly from the prediction
covariance matrix. Because of the framework we introduced in the AMD metric,
we have a covariance matrix of the prediction. Something that was missing in
the KDE metric. Now, we can introduce the AMV metric:

AMV =
1

N × Tp

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈Tp

λ↓
1(Σ̂

n
GMM,t) (4)

Where λ↓
1 is the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude from the matrix eigen-

values. The Σ̂GMM is the covariance matrix of the predicted GMM distribution
defined as:Σ̂GMM =

∑K
k=k π̂kΣ̂k +

∑K
k=1 π̂k(µ̂k − µ̂GMM)(µ̂k − µ̂GMM)T . Thus,

the AMV becomes a metric that evaluates the overall spread of the predicted
trajectories. A model with low AMD will have a predicted distribution that is
closer to the ground truth. And a model with low AMV will be more certain in
their predictions. Thus, a model with both low AMD/AMV average is preferred
when compared with another model with a higher AMD/AMV average.
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5 Trajectory Conditional Implicit Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (IMLE) Mechanism

By induction from the goal of the AMD/AMV metric to have a model that
generates samples that is close to the ground truth with low spread, we need
a training mechanism that allows full control over the predicted samples as the
main optimization goal. Typical training mechanism such as Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation (MLE) or its variants like maximizing evidence lower bound
(ELBO) encourages the prediction samples to be close to some (ground truth)
data sample. In this way, some data examples may be missed and lead to a mode
dropping [15]. Other methods, such as GANs, need to introduce additional mod-
ules like the discriminator and their training is usually unstable and need to be
carefully tuned to reach a proper Nash’s equilibrium. The work of [15] introduced
the concept of Implicit Maximum Likelihood Estimation (IMLE). IMLE encour-
ages every target ground truth to be close to some predicted samples. Therefore,
it leads to a predicted distribution that is better in covering the ground truth
unlike MLE. IMLE trains a model via a simple mechanism: inject a noise into the
model’s input to predict multiple samples, select the one closest to the ground
truth, and back propagate using this sample. Unlike other generative approaches,
IMLE does not load the optimization objective with a specific training technique
and keeps the training stable due to the simple distance-minimization-based op-
timization. We believe that using IMLE as a training mechanism aligns with the
AMD/AMV goals and focuses on the important product, the predicted output.
Another point of view for IMLE is that it is a more advanced neural technique
in comparison with old state estimation techniques such as Kalman filter where
the process and measurement noises drive the model. We refer the reader to the
original IMLE paper [15] for a further discussion. The training mechanism of
trajectory conditioned IMLE is shown in Alg.1:

Algorithm 1 Trajectory Conditional Implicit Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(IMLE) algorithm

Require: The dataset D = (dio, d
i
p)

n

i=1
and the model θ(.) with a sampling mechanism

conditioned on the input
Require: Choose a proper loss function L(.) such as mean squared error or L1

Initialize the model
for e = 1 to Epochs do

Pick a random batch (do, dp) from D

Draw i.i.d. samples d̃p
1
, . . . , d̃p

m
from θ(do)

σ(i)← argmini L
(
dp − d̃p

i
)
∀i ∈ m

θ ← θ − η∇θσ(i)
end for
return θ
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Fig. 6: Social-Implicit model concept. The Social-Zones cluster the observed tra-
jectories based on their maximum observed speed. Then each Social-Zone is
processed by a Social-Cell. The model is trained using IMLE.

6 The Social-Implicit Model

In this section, we present the Social-Implicit model. The Social-Implicit is tiny
in memory size with only 5.8K parameters with real run-time of 588Hz. The
method comprises three concepts, Social-Zones, Social-Cell and Social-Loss.
The Social-Zones: The Social-Zones cluster the observed agents trajectories
based on their maximum change of speed. The average pedestrian speed is
1.2m/s [12]. We noticed that we can cluster the motion of pedestrians into four
groups. The first group is the motion-less group, where the pedestrian is waiting
at the traffic light as an example. This group’s maximum speed change is be-
tween 0-0.01m/s. While the second group is pedestrians with minimal motion,
aka someone who is shaking in place or a group of pedestrians greeting each
other, typically this group’s maximum change of speed is between 0.01-0.1m/s.
The third group are pedestrians with an average walking speed, these pedestri-
ans motion is between 0.1-1.2m/s. The last group is the running pedestrians,
typically with a speed above the 1.2m/s average. When a deep model is trained
on the non-moving pedestrians alongside the high-speed ones, a very high bias
towards the moving ones will exist in the predictions. This will force the model
to predict the non-moving objects as moving ones. It is a sort of data imbalance,
or in other terms, a zero(motionless)-inflated data issue. Hence, the concept of
Social-Zones is needed to solve this issue. Empirically, we show that our model
with the Social-Zones performs better than without it. The input to the Social-
Zones is the observed trajectories and the output is clusters of pedestrians, each
cluster is a graph of dimensions P × To ×N .
The Social-Cell: The fundamental building unit of the Social-Implicit model
is the Social-Cell. The Social-Cell is a 4 layers deep model that is built to be
simple and directly dealing with the spatio-temporal aspects of the observed
trajectories. Fig. 7 illustrates the structure of the Social-Cell. We notice the cell
has two components, one that deals with each individual agent at a local level
and one that deals with the whole agents at a global level. We generate the final
output of the cell by combining the local and global streams via self-learning
weights. Both local and global streams are two consecutive residually connected
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Fig. 7: Social-Cell model. The local and global stream has only two CNNs. P is
the observed location, To and Tp is the observed and predicted time steps and N
is the count of agents. Where K and P of the CNNs is the kernel and padding
size.

CNN layers. The first CNN is a spatial CNN, which creates an embedding of the
spatial information of the observed agents. The second layer is a temporal CNN
that treats the time aspect of the observed trajectories. It treats the time as a
feature channel, allowing us to predict the next Tp time steps without using a re-
current network [25]. We found out that this simple architecture is as effective as
much larger and complex models, resulting in a small memory size and real-run
time capabilities. Each Social-Cell deals with a specific Social-Zone. The input
is P ×To×N and the output is P ×Tp×N . The operations are shown in Fig. 7.
The Social-Loss: The loss function of Social-Implicit exhibits several parts.
The first part is the direct optimization objective of the IMLE mechanism that
we discussed before. The second part is a triplet loss. This triplet loss considers
the anchor to be the closest sample d̃1p to the ground truth. The positive exam-

ple is the next closest example d̃2p to the ground truth. The negative example

d̃mp is the farthest sample from the ground truth. This helps in grouping the
samples closer to the ground truth, resulting in a tighter distribution around the
real trajectory. The last part of the loss is a geometric loss function that treats
the predicted locations as a polygon. First, it ensures that the intra-distance
between the predicted location matches the intra-distance between the ground
truth locations. Second, it makes sure that the angles between the predicted
points are the same as the angles between the ground truth points. It ensures
that the predicted scene geometrically looks like the ground truth. We defines
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these losses in Equation 5.

Ltriplet = ∥d̃1p − d̃2p∥1 − ∥d̃1p − d̃mp ∥1

LG-distance =
1

Tp(Tp−1)
2

∑
t∈Tp

∑
j∈Tp,j>t

∥∥∥pt − pj∥2 − ∥p̃t − p̃j∥2
∥∥
1

LG-angle =
1

Tp(Tp−1)
2

∑
t∈Tp

∑
j∈Tp,j>t

∥∥∠(pt, pj)− ∠(p̃t, p̃j)
∥∥
1

(5)

Thus we define the Social-Loss as:

L = ∥dp − d̃1p∥1 + α1Ltriplet + α1LG-distance + α3LG-angle (6)

Where α1 = 0.0001, α2 = 0.0001 or 0.00001, α3 = 0.0001 are the weights for the
triplet and geometric losses.

7 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we analyze the behavior of the metrics on common pedestrian
motion prediction models in terms of overall performance and sensitivity analy-
sis. Then we analyze our model in terms of design components and performance.

7.1 Metrics Sensitivity Analysis & Evaluation

We show that the BoN ADE/FDE metric is not sensitive to the change or shift
in the distribution, while the AMD and KDE can quantify such a change. Fig. 1
illustrates this concept. We tested different models by shifting their predicted
samples using different amounts, specifically ±1cm and ±10cm. In all of the
models, the BoN ADE/FDE metric did not change at all or had a very tiny
subtle change. Unlike the metrics that measure the whole distribution, like AMD
and KDE the shift of the predicted distribution is reflected into the metric. This
concludes that the ADE/FDE metric is not sensitive to the change of the whole
distribution, even on a tremendous change of 10cm, which sometimes can define
a new SOTA model over another. So, the BoN ADE/FDE metric is incapable
of evaluating the whole predicted trajectories. Also, the AMV metric stayed the
same, this was expected as only shifting the predictions does not change the
variance. We notice that the KDE of Trajectron++ is -ve unlike other models
because Trajectron++ output is a GMM distribution which is a bias in the KDE
metric due to the kernel choice as we discussed earlier.

To evaluate the metrics quantitatively, we report the AMD/AMV, KDE and
ADE/FDE metrics on different motion prediction models using the ETH/UCY
datasets. We chose classic ones such as S-GAN [8] and S-STGCNN [25]. We also
chose more recent ones such Trajectron++ [32] and ExpertTraj [39]. From Tab. 1
we notice that the last two models, which are considered SOTA, differ by a few
centimetres on the ADE/FDE metric. Yet, when we evaluate both of them us-
ing the AMD/AMV metrics, we notice that Trajectron++ is performing much
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better than the ExpertTraj model. From the AMD/AMV metric, ExpertTraj
generates a tight distribution that does not surround the ground truth, which
results in a higher AMD unlike the Trajectron++. Though, both of ExpertTraj
and Trajectron++ have very close ADE/FDE metrics, the quality of the whole
predicted samples is completely different. Examining the results of our model,
Social-Implicit, we see that it has the lowest AMD/AMV. By digesting the re-
sults, the ADE/FDE metric is not an indicative of the overall performance of
the models which correlates with the aforementioned sensitivity analysis.

Table 1: For all metrics, the lower the better. The results are on the ETH/UCY
datasets. M is a non reported model. NaN is failed computation. ExpertTraj
ADE/FDE were taken from their paper. We notice sometimes, even if a model
has a low ADE/FDE the AMD/AMV contradicts this by evaluating the overall
generated samples.

ETH Hotel Univ Zara1 Zara2 Average Average AMD/AMV
ADE/ FDE
AMD/ AMV

KDE

S-GAN [8]
0.81/1.52
3.94/0.373

5.02

0.72/1.61
2.59/0.384

3.45

0.60/1.26
2.37/0.440

2.03

0.34/0.69
1.79/0.355

0.68

0.42/0.84
1.66/0.254

-0.03

0.58/1.18
2.47/0.361

2.23
1.42

S-STGCNN [25]
0.64/1.11
3.73/0.094

6.83

0.49/0.85
1.67/0.297

1.56

0.44/0.79
3.31/0.060

5.65

0.34/0.53
1.65/0.149

1.40

0.30/0.48
1.57/0.103

1.17

0.44/0.75
2.39/0.104

3.32
1.26

Trajectron++ [32]
0.39/0.83
3.04/0.286

1.34

0.12/0.21
1.98/0.114

-1.89

0.20/0.44
1.73/0.228

-1.08

0.15/0.33
1.21/0.171

-1.38

0.11/0.25
1.23/0.116

-2.43

0.19/0.41
1.84/0.183

-1.09
1.01

ExpertTraj [39]
0.30/0.62

61.77/0.034
NaN

0.09/0.15
21.30/0.003

NaN

0.19/0.44
M/M
M

0.15/0.31
32.14/0.005

NaN

0.12/0.24
M/M
M

0.17/0.35
38.4/0.004

NaN
19.20

Social-Implicit(ours)
0.66/1.44
3.05/0.127

5.08

0.20/0.36
0.58/0.410

0.59

0.31/0.60
1.65/0.148

1.67

0.25/0.50
1.72/0.078

1.24

0.22/0.43
1.16/0.106

0.69

0.33/0.67
1.63/0.174

1.85
0.90

7.2 Ablation Study of Social-Implicit

We conduct an ablation study of the Social-Implicit components. Specifically, the
Social-Zones and the Social-Loss. Tab. 2 illustrates the major results. We no-
ticed that the existence of the Social-Zones enhanced the AMD metric by almost
40%. It also led to a good AMV value, which enhanced the overall AMD/AMV
performance. We notice that the triplet loss alone with the Social-Zones leads
improves AMD/AMV. The effect of geometric angle loss is more than the geo-
metric distance loss in improving the AMD/AMV. While the two geometric loss
components work better when combined together.

7.3 Inference and Memory analysis

Social-Implicit besides being the most accurate model when compared with other
models on the AMD/AMV metrics, it is the smallest and the fastest in terms
of parameters size and inference time. Table 3 shows these results. The closest
SOTA is ExpertTraj which Social-Implicit is 55x smaller and 8.5x faster.
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Table 2: Ablation study of Social-Implicit components.
Ltriplet LG-distance LG-angle Zones AMD/KDE/AMV AMD/AMV ADE/FDE

2.06/2.29/0.110 1.09 0.32/0.66
✓ 2.04/1.86/0.104 1.07 0.32/0.64

✓ ✓ 1.96/2.16/0.097 1.03 0.56/1.08
✓ ✓ ✓ 2.13/2.32/0.092 1.11 0.32/0.62
✓ ✓ ✓ 1.84/1.78/0.094 0.97 0.78/1.38
✓ ✓ ✓ 2.29/2.76/0.090 1.16 0.35/0.71
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1.63/1.85/0.174 0.90 0.33/0.67

7.4 Social-Zones ablation

Tab. 4 shows the ablation of the number of zones. Different zones affects the
model’s performance. Also, the model is sensitive to the zone’s speeds. For ex-
ample, when we changed the last zone from 1.2m/s to 0.6m/s the results changed.
The 1.2m/s reflects human average walking speed, thus the 0.6m/s does not suit
the data, hence it leads to poor performance in comparison with the 1.2m/s.

Table 3: Parameters counts and
mean inference speed reported, bench-
marked on the GTX1080Ti.

Parameters count Speed (s)

S-GAN [8] 46.3K (7.98x) 0.0968 (56.9x)

S-STGCNN [25] 7.6K (1.3x) 0.0020 (1.2x)

Trajectron++ [32] 128K (22.1x) 0.6044 (355.5x)

ExpertTraj [39] 323.3k (55.74x) 0.0144 (8.5x)

Social-Implicit (ours) 5.8K 0.0017

Table 4: Number of zones and their
speed effect on our model accuracy.
#Zones ADE/FDE KDE AMD/AMV AVG
1 0.35/0.71 2.76 2.29/0.090 1.16
2 0.36/0.73 3.09 2.32/0.088 1.20
3 0.34/0.70 2.31 2.08/0.085 1.08
4@0.6m/s 0.34/0.69 2.85 2.31/0.080 1.19
4@1.2m/s 0.33/0.67 1.85 1.63/0.174 0.90

7.5 Qualitative Results

In Fig.8, we list two qualitative examples of our method and baseline mod-
els. In the first row, we see a pedestrian turns right at the end of the ground
truth future. We notice that Social-Implicit and Trajectron++ cover the ground
truth future well, whereas S-GAN and ExpertTraj give us an early turning pre-
diction and concentrate away from the ground truth. The second row shows a
zigzag walking pedestrian. Baseline models like S-STGCNN, Trajectron++, and
ExpertTraj cannot generate good distributions to cover the ground truth trajec-
tory, unlike ours and S-GAN. Note that although the prediction of ExpertTraj is
geometrically close to the ground truth here, ExpertTraj is too confident and be-
lieves the pedestrian will go to the upper right, contradicting the ground truth
future. Qualitative results suggest that our method can generate a prediction
distribution that covers the ground truth better. More results in the appendix.
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Fig. 8: Visualization of the predicted trajectories by several models on the
ETH/UCY datasets. We show common difficult cases of pedestrians motion.

1)

2)
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8 Conclusions

We introduced the AMD and AMV metrics that evaluate the distribution gen-
erated by a trajectory prediction model. We showed that the BoN ADE/FDE
metric gives out an inadequate evaluation of the generated distribution. Based
on the objective of AMD/AMV metrics to have a model that generates samples
that are close to the ground truth with a tight variance, we introduced the usage
of IMLE to train our model, Social-Implicit. We showed that Social-Implicit is
a memory efficient model that runs in real-time and relies on several concepts
such as Social-Zones, Social-Cell and Social-Loss to enhance the performance.
Overall, we invite the motion prediction community to adapt the AMD/AMV
to have a better evaluation of their methods.
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A Interactive Demo

Fig. 9: Social-Implicit Interactive Demo. This demos shows the changes in the
metrics in regards of the generated distribution.

We include an interactive demo that shows the change of ADE, FDE, AMD
and AMV when the generated distribution changes or shifts. The demo can be
found online here https://www.abduallahmohamed.com/social-implicit

-amdamv-adefde-demo. By using this demo, one can see the direct effect of
changing the distribution and how the ADE/FDE metrics are inadequate to
evaluate the predicted quality. For example, when the shift is huge in one of the
x or y directions, the ADE/FDE will stay constant.

B Qualitative Analysis

Figures 11 and 12 show cases where our model performs well or where it might
be under-performing. Starting from Figures 11, in the first row and the second
row, we see a pedestrian turning left in the past and going straight in the fu-
ture. S-GAN in the first case and S-GAN, S-STGCNN, ExpertTraj in the second
case think confidently that the pedestrian will turn right in the future. But the
pedestrian actually goes straightly, which is correctly predicted by our method
and Trajectron++. In the third case, S-GAN and S-STGCNN give us a too slow
prediction and ExpertTraj gives us a too fast and overturning prediction. In
contrast, the predicted distribution of our method and Trajectron++ covers the
ground truth well. In the last case, ExpertTraj performs well by placing the pre-
dicted concentration on the ground truth. Ours has a wrong prediction following
the original trend of the observed motion. In the first row and second row of the

https://www.abduallahmohamed.com/social-implicit-amdamv-adefde-demo
https://www.abduallahmohamed.com/social-implicit-amdamv-adefde-demo
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second Figure 12, the pedestrian has a sudden turn in the middle of the future.
Although all the methods fail to predict this turning, the predicted distribution
generated by our method covers the ground truth the best. The third row shows
a pedestrian not moving. All the methods give us a close-to-no-movement pre-
diction here. Among them, the movement of ExpertTraj is the smallest. Ours are
second-smallest. The last row shows a pedestrian going straight but switching the
lane in the middle of the future. Our method and Trajectron++ cover the ground
truth trajectory well, while S-STGCNN misses the new lane and ExpertTraj gen-
erates a no-existing turn. Overall, though ADE/FDE metrics were stating that
Trajectron++ and ExpertTraj are state of art methods, we showed several cases
that show the density away from the ground truth. Thus, the ADE/FDE gives
an inadequate sense of models’ accuracy, unlike the AMD/AMV metrics, which
quantifies the whole generated distribution. This correlates with the results in
Table[1] and our analysis of the experiments section where our model was per-
forming the best on the ADM/AMV metrics.

C Evaluation of Deterministic Models

We trained Social-STGCNN [25] as a deterministic model on the ETH/UCY
datasets. Instead of predicting a Gaussian distribution, it predicts the trajec-
tory directory. The training used MSE as a loss function. We wanted to test
two assumptions for evaluating a deterministic model. The first one is to train
it multiple times and use ensemble to find the mean and variance per predicted
trajectory. The other one adds up on the previous one by calculating the mean
and variance but fits a GMM and then samples from this GMM. In this experi-
ment, we trained Social-STGCNN 3 times using different random seeds. Table 5
shows the results. The AMD and AMV of the first setting was reported. The
KDE was not because there is no method to compute it from a mean and vari-
ance without sampling, unlike our metric AMD which has this ability by directly
plugging in the mean and variance into the Mahalanobis distance equation. For
the second setting, AMD, AMV and KDE were reported as we fitted the samples
into a GMM fit then we sampled multiple samples. We only used 3 ensembles of
Social-STGCNN to simulate a real-life situation, aka it is not feasible to train
it 1000 times and create an ensemble out of it. We notice in Table 5 that the
second settings exhibit a very large AMD and KDE, this is an indicator that the
GMM fit did not converge because we only have 3 samples. Usually, we use 1000
samples to guarantee the GMM converges and thus the second settings is not
feasible to be used as we need that many samples to fit the GMM model well.
We notice in both first and second settings that the AMV values are the same.
This was expected, as the AMV metric is an indicator of the spread. For the first
setting, the AMD value seems reasonable for a deterministic model, as the work
of [23] showed that most of motion predictions problem can be solved using a
linear Kalman filter. This also supported by the enormous values of the AMV
metric as a deterministic model does not have that much of a spread. We connect
this with the results in the main paper on the ExpertTraj where the AMV values
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was on the same order of magnitude as the deterministic model we trained. In
other terms, the ExpertTraj indeed behaves as a deterministic model because
of the tight spread. We can notice this in some of the visual cases reported in
Figures 11 and 12. For further analysis, we plot some samples generated from
the ensemble of the deterministic model alongside the spread in Figure 10. We
notice sometimes the spread of the predictions might be close to the ground
truth as in the sample in the top left corner. Also, it can be completely off, as
in the other samples. So we think that using an ensemble of a few versions of
a deterministic model is a good approach to evaluate its performance using the
AMD/AMV metric. Also, with the AMV metric as a target to optimize for, one
can train the ensemble using methods that help encourage diversity [20].

Dataset
Ensemble GMM Fit General

AMD AMV KDE AMD AMV KDE ADE FDE
eth 1.45 35.7 - 27.89 35.7 12.89 1.71 2.97
hotel 0.36 19.6 - 44.26 19.5 11.27 1.41 2.56
univ 0.62 170.1 - 24.62 169.9 13.30 1.17 2.13
zara1 1.18 28.0 - 28.95 28.0 13.86 1.71 3.18
zara2 1.03 96.9 - 12.54 96.8 8.36 1.16 2.10

Average 0.93 70.06 - 27.65 70.0 11.94 1.43 2.59

Table 5: Deterministic case experiment. We trained Social-STGCNN [25] as a
deterministic model using different random seeds. The first setting reports the
AMD/AMV using the mean and variance of the ensemble. The second setting
reports the AMD/AMV/KDE using a GMM fit on the mean and variance of the
ensemble. The ADE/FDE are the average through the ensembles.

D Social-Implicit Implementation Details

Social-Implicit comprises four zones, as discussed before. Table 6 shows more
details about the zones. We notice each zone uses a different configuration of
the random noise used to generate the samples. The slow zones use noise which
has much lower variance than the faster zones. We also show the layer details of
the Social-Cell in Table 7. Both local and global streams share the same design,
except that the local stream uses Conv1D and the global stream uses Conv2D.
We initialize the noise, global and local weights to zero. The noise weight is being
multiplied by the sample generated from the random distribution and then added
to the input tensor. The models were trained for 50 epochs with a learning rate
= 1, then the learning rate drops to 0.1 after 45 epochs. The batch size was set to
128. We used SGD as an optimizer. We also used an augmentation technique for
the trajectories similar to [32] to fight some imbalance in the datasets. We used
random rotation by several degrees, reverse the trajectory, flip the x,y locations,
jitter the location by a small value, increase the number of the nodes in the scene
by combining it with another scene and changing the speed of the pedestrians.
Implementation of the model and augmentation is available in the attached code.
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Fig. 10: Social-STGCNN deterministic version predictions.

Zone Speed range Noise

1 0-0.01 m/s N (0, 0.052), if eth N (0, 0.1752)
2 0.01-0.1 m/s N (0, 12) if eth N (1.52)
3 0.1-1.2 m/s N (0, 42)
4 1.2 ms - N (0, 82)

Table 6: Social-Zones configurations. The speed range determines if an observed
trajectory will be withing the zone or not. The random noise exhibits different
variances depending on the zone.
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Section Layer Name Configuration

Local Stream

Spatial CNN Conv1D[P ,P ,3,1]
Spatial Activation ReLU
Spatial ResCNN Conv1D[P ,P ,1,0]
Temporal CNN Conv1D[To,Tp,3,1]
Temproal ResCNN Conv1D[To,Tp,1,0]

Global Stream

Noise Weight 1 Parameter
Spatial CNN Conv2D[P ,P ,3,1]
Spatial Activation ReLU
Spatial ResCNN Conv2D[P ,P ,1,0]
Temporal CNN Conv2D[To,Tp,3,1]
Temproal ResCNN Conv2D[To,Tp,1,0]
Global Weight 1 Parameter
Local Weight 1 Parameter

Table 7: Social-Cell configuration. A Conv1D or Conv2D with [x,x,x,x] = [input
features, output features, kernel size, padding size]. The Res = Residual connec-
tion being added to the previous layer output. P is the dimension of the observed
location. To and Tp is the number of observed and predicted time steps.
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Fig. 11: Visualization of the predicted trajectories by several models on the
ETH/UCY datasets.
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Fig. 12: Visualization of the predicted trajectories by several models on the
ETH/UCY datasets.
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